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Abstract  

India is a sizable market that is expanding, with the services industry playing a significant role 

in this expansion. Worldwide, Islamic economics is expanding significantly, but in India, it is 

still in the conceptual stage. Products based on interest-free economics are in real demand. 

Islamic economics has to have its feasibility, applicability, and logic examined and 

experimentally validated before it can be offered as a substitute for the current financial system. 

This research is an empirical effort to confirm the applicability of Islamic economics' theories 

and principles as well as how they are perceived in the Indian market. 

Keywords: Islamic economics; Halal economics; interest free financing 

Introduction  

Islamic money has been in presence since the appearance of Islam in the sixth century A.D., 

with its application in financial business being generally later. It's accounted for that Prophet 

(PBUH) himself laid out early Islamic monetary establishments known as 'baitul-mals' (public 

depositories) in view of the standards of Islam. During the time of Umayyad's Caliphate, snare 

umbels filled in as rural and business banks, and gave revenue free supporting to business 

exchanges. A survey of Islamic history shows that Muslims were knowledgeable with business 

exchanges and had created assortment of monetary instruments, for example, suftajah (bills of 

trade), sound' contracts (deal agreements), and hawala (assurance or credit move) and so on. 

The term jahbadh was normally utilized during the Abbasid Caliphate (est. eighth century 

A.D.) to mean monetary representative with aptitude in money, cash changing, and banking 

business. 

In 913 A.D., the State laid out diwan al-jahabidhah, which performed different monetary 

exercises (organization of stores, loaning, assortment of charges, feebased administrations) 

without managing in interest. Between sixth - eleventh century A.D., attributable to solid 

Islamic injuries against riba (premium), dealers additionally helped each other with premium 

free advances, and acknowledge associations known as 'commenda' were normal. Be that as it 

may, with the start of twelfth century A.D., the Islamic method for monetary intermediation 

began to decline and directs of business as per the groups of Islamic regulation started to vanish. 

The rising European impact over exchange and trade brought about association or 'commenda' 

arrangements being supplanted by interest-bearing advances in the Islamic world.While, the 
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remaining of jahbadh in the Islamic monetary framework likewise began to lessen after the 

thirteenth century A.D. because of the steady downfall of the Islamic empire. 

During this period, premium was normally charged on business and consumptional credits 

given by Jewish and Muslim moneylenders. Hence, interest-based loaning step by step turned 

into an extremely durable element of the middle age Islamic economy. 18 From twelfth century 

A.D. to nineteenth century A.D., the Muslim world saw a time of rot, alluded as "Usur-al-

Inhitat" (Period of Decline), in political, social, financial and social circle. As per N.J. Coulson, 

the deficiencies in the customary Islamic social orders in setting of the advanced improvements 

were particularly apparent. The "exceptionally hopeful" nature of financial precepts 

propounded by the traditional legal scholars delivered their application in the cutting edge 

business exchanges totally inadequate. And with the development of imperialism in the 

nineteenth century A.D., the Western impact over the Muslim world turned out to be more 

articulated particularly in common and business matters.  The European regulations and codes 

were embraced, prompting further overshadowing of Islamic type of financing. In this manner, 

under the Western impact, premium based banking was taken on by the majority of the Muslim 

nations, accordingly leaving their native Islamic financial practices. In any case, with the 

course of decolonization during the 1930s, there was a compelling impulse among the Muslim 

scholarly people to cook the financial necessities of the Muslims without disregarding their 

strict convictions; in this manner the requirement for laying out 'without interest' credit plans 

were conceived. In this manner, the matching of political self-determination and resurgent 

social renaissance in the Muslim world, established the underlying groundwork’s of a financial 

framework coordinated on the standards of Islam. 

On different fronts, regular and Islamic banks have extraordinary similitudes - both are 

monetary intermediates taken part occupied with activating public stores for loaning or venture. 

In any case, that doesn't block them from having contrasts on the idea of their cycles, and their 

varying approaches of monetary intermediation. 

Literature Review  

The development of Islamic counts on the worldwide monetary scene has prompted a spray in 

scholastic talk and examination on its different aspects. The premium free, risksharing model 
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of banking, as a choice to premium based regular banking, has drawn in the consideration of 

financial experts, brokers, legitimate specialists and scientists, who have fundamentally 

inspected the eccentricities, engaged with Islamic monetary intermediation and its united 

cycles. Throughout this review, the specialist overviewed broad writing regarding the matter, 

a portion of the key works has been examined as under: Ahmed A.F. El-Ashker and Rodney 

Wilson book named "Islamic Financial matters: A Short History” embody the historical 

backdrop of Islamic financial aspects. The book follows the beginning of the Islamic financial 

idea from the development of Islam in fifth century A.D. The creator has clearly archived the 

predominant monetary circumstances and practices in pre-Islamic Arabia (Jahiliya), and new 

financial ideas presented by Al-Qur'an and Sunnah. The book is huge in one viewpoint that it 

gives a look into the Islamic monetary law (hypothesis as well as work on) during various 

predominant Muslim traditions - beginning from the Umayyads and Abbasids to the Ottomans 

and Mughals. On the philosophical place of Islamic perspectives on financial matters, while 

Nejatullah Siddiqui in his book "A few Parts of Islamic Economy" contended Islam's sharp 

differentiation with free enterprise. Maxime Rodinson in "Islam and Capitalism" has given a 

definite composition of Islam's solid relationship with free enterprise, reverberated in 

favourable climate proffered by Islam to lucrative exercises. Rodinson's case about Islam's 

vicinity with private enterprise has likewise been upheld by different researchers. Robert R 

Bianchi's "Islamic Globalization: Journey, Private enterprise, A vote based system and 

Diplomacy" is another shrewd book which has dissected the connection point of Islam in the 

globalized world with 'Journey', 'Private enterprise', 'A majority rules government' and 'Tact'. 

In its subsequent segment named 'free enterprise', the book dives into Islamic monetary law 

with its viable angle reflected in Islamic banking.  

While the book endeavours to situate Islamic banking as an endeavour to accommodate 

Prophet's customs with the worldwide financial business, it likewise concedes the difficulties 

and issues looked by the Islamic financial industry. The creator has featured with respect to 

how Sharia compliant foundations were flopping because of their powerlessness to adjust to 

the administrative standards and, surprisingly, a portion of the Islam's moral standards. In any 

case, the creator communicates good faith on what's in store possibilities of Islamic banking. 

Zafar Eqbal's paper named "Pertinence of Islamic Financial Framework in the Present 
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Monetary Situation” has tried to make sense of the significance of Islamic banking in the 

contemporary financial arrangement.  

Noticing the insufficiencies of the customary financial framework, the creator has required an 

elective way to deal with banking. Declaring Islam as the best monotheistic religion, the paper 

expands upon the idea that Islam offers a thorough code for human lead which leaves no 

vagueness among Muslims with regards to how one ought to carry on with their regular day to 

day existence. While remarking on free enterprise for enlarging the hole between "those who 

are well off" and "the poor", the creator has additionally reprimanded the normal possession 

model of communism and socialism. The creator has contended that normal responsibility for 

of creation and dispersion had neglected to convey financial development leaving the general 

public miserable and unsatisfied. The creator credited these disappointments as the primary 

justification for the rise of Islamic financial renaissance, which has prompted the advancement 

of Islamic banking in the Middle Easterner world. 

Islamic Economic System: Its Features 

This part inspects a couple of notable highlights of the monetary thoughts of the Prophet. This 

would assist us with knowing concerning how far the Islamic financial framework as imagined 

by the Prophet is like or not the same as the two known frameworks of free enterprise and 

socialism. It is spread north of three areas.  

Economic Systems: A Comparative Study 

During last one 100 years the world has seen a conflict of monetary philosophies like never 

before previously. In certain spots, and at certain times, this conflict had been more vicious 

and, at different spots, it was less savage. There is a prevalent view that the disappointment of 

one philosophy prompts the development of another belief system. While the backers of private 

enterprise are cheerful at the breakdown of socialist framework, the professors in the 

philosophy of socialism contend that one day or the other private enterprise will likewise fall 

under the weight of its own weight. An investigation of the historical backdrop of various 

philosophies would bring to our notification certain moving powers behind every belief system. 

For instance, while free enterprise flourished with the premise of unrestricted economy 

undertaking, the promoters of socialism progressed the contention of state responsibility for. 
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In the improvement of free enterprise thought, Adam Smith's concept of imperceptible hand, 

the idea of a butcher and dough puncher, the Expresses Law of Market played an unmistakable 

role. These were the conspicuous elements of the arrangement of free enterprise as well. This 

strategy pushed a .base job of the public authority while greatest job was relegated to the 

imperceptible hand, i.e., market which decides costs. It is guaranteed that it controls total 

interest as well as by influencing the pace of return unevenly, moves assets from the moderately 

less beneficial to additional productive purposes. It is likewise contended that these changes 

lead to New Harmony with greatest proficiency and value with next to no requirement for 

esteem decisions or government mediation. These cases of industrialist approach are valid just 

when certain foundation conditions are satisfied like equivalent dispersion of pay and 

abundance and regent contest. Since these circumstances are not really satisfied under ordinary 

conditions, the opportunity would empower the rich to have a more prominent say in the 

utilization of scant assets, in the event that no component other than costs is utilized to manage 

their cases on assets. While rich are in a situation to follow through on the costs to buy anything 

they desire, the poor are crushed on the grounds that their lacking pay doesn't regularly 

increment in sync with prices. This could be ascribed to their absence of control of over useful 

assets. This prompts lacking fulfillment of their necessities, bringing down their effectiveness 

and livelihoods significantly further. In this way, they get caught further in the endless loop of 

poverty. In private enterprise the command over assets by rich is additionally exacerbated by 

the premium based financial framework which redirects the reserve funds of society 

fundamentally to the wealthy who from one viewpoint control monetary organizations and on 

the other bring the guarantee to the table and who thus become at this point more affluent and 

all the more remarkable monetarily. Under private enterprise any endeavour to achieve a fair 

conveyance will undoubtedly be opposed by rich How could the rich consent to be more 

regrettable off in a common isn’t, esteem free society focused on the guideline of Pareto 

optimality?  

To propel them to section a part of their assets for poor and desperate would require a profound 

worth framework which would guarantee them of an alluring prize for the little penance they 

make. The socialist philosophy got motivation from the thoughts of Karl Marx upheld for the 

foundation of a ridiculous society. It was introduced before the world as sound option in 

contrast to the free enterprise approach. It annulled benefit and confidential property privileges. 
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This methodology while professing to nullify monopolistic private enterprise introduced a 

period of state free enterprise. In socialist nations practically all monetary choices were made 

by strong individuals from administering class. They had no or a tiny data of the ground real 

factors and of market and its intricacies. While the individuals from administering class partook 

in every one of the advantages, the poor had the trouble in fulfilling even their necessities. 

Since the thoughts of benefit and confidential property freedoms were an abomination, the 

radical methodology killed human drive. People were diminished to gear-teeth in the immense 

state run machines. Brought this framework anything unmistakable and regular to the table, the 

revolutionary economies of previous USSR and Eastern European nations could never have 

fallen. 

Conclusion  

The Impact of Islam on the financial regulation has been two-crease - right off the bat, guiding 

a financial framework which is interest (riba)- free; and furthermore, offering elective monetary 

instruments on risk-sharing premise. Be that as it may, the extent of Islamic banking isn't bound 

to these two alone, the rise of Islamic banking and money on the worldwide monetary scene 

has tried to present  another aspect to 'esteem loaded financial matters' for development and 

government assistance. Albeit, attributable to the very much coordinated nature of premium 

based keeping money with the present worldwide monetary request, it can't be supplanted. In 

any case, the 'Incomparable downturn of 2008' uncovered the deficiencies of this traditional 

request. The financial emergency in various nations (counting India) have displayed a 

suggestive example where monetary reasonability has experienced because of bank's 

speculative loaning and unbound pursuit for premium based benefits. In the illumination of 

such situation, there is a need to return to the ordinary cannons of banking. 
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